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Abstract

Introduction. A contradiction which we are able to observe over a few recent decades between necessity to participate in innovative processes and their natural stressogenic character has underlined the importance of developing programs for proactive organizational socialization which will be capable of building up successful behavior competences in VUCA environment in Industry 4.0. When self-actualization in labor is being devalued, attitude to labor is now considered as a key competence. Purpose: to reveal features of attitude to labor as a basis of professional socialization of learners studying at industrial colleges in countries which are now entering the new technological reality with a different degree of success: Russia, China and Iran.

Materials and Methods. The analysis draws on the data obtained with WorkBAT method developed by J. Spence and A. Robbins, and their correlation with the values of organizational cultures which are characteristic of industrial colleges. The data on organizational cultures were obtained with OCAI method developed by C. Cameron and R. Quinn.

Results. Russian students do not feel the changed nature of labor, their attitude to it is substituted by a wish to strengthen clan-based and loosen hierarchical components of the organizational cultures. Iranian students have a negative attitude to labor in a real hierarchical environment and a positive attitude to it in an innovative market environment, which suggests that they would be engaged and emotionally satisfied. Chinese students, having experienced specific organizational cultures of innovative companies in real life, have a positive attitude to labor in a hierarchical environment of stability and certainty.

Discussion and Conclusion. The findings contribute to the development of scientific understanding of the role of value-based work readiness in the turbulent environment of a modern enterprise and the psychological mechanisms of proactive organizational socialization, taking into account socio-cultural country specificity.
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Аннотация
Введение. Противоречия последних десятилетий между необходимостью участия в инновационных процессах и их закономерной стрессогенностью обусловливают необходимость разработки программ упреждающей организационной социализации для становления компетенций успешного поведения в VUCA среде индустрии 4.0. Отношение к труду в условиях девальвации ценности самореализации в труде рассмотрено в качестве ключевой компетенции. Цель исследования – выявить особенности отношения к труду как основы профессиональной социализации студентов индустриальных колледжей стран, с разной успешностью входящих в новый технологический уклад России, Китая и Ирана.
Материалы и методы. Анализ построен на данных с применением методики оценки отношения к труду WorkBAT Дж. Спенса и А. Роббинса и их соотнесения с ценностями организационных культур индустриальных колледжей. Данные об организационных культурах получены с помощью метода OCAI К. Камерона и Р. Куина.
Результаты исследования. В результате проведенного исследования было выявлено, что российские студенты не ощущают изменившегося характера трудовой деятельности, у них сохраняется желание усиления клановой и снижения иерархической составляющих организационных культур. Иранские студенты негативно относятся к труду в реальных иерархических условиях и позитивно – к инновационно-рыночным условиям. Китайские учащиеся, испытав в реальности специфику организационных культур инновационных компаний, положительно относятся к труду в иерархических условиях стабильности и определенности. Разработка программ упреждающей организационной социализации строится с учетом страновой специфики – баланса ценностной готовности к работе в организационных культурах с доминирующими инновационными ценностями, расширения знаний об организационных условиях современного предприятия и умений волевой регуляции деятельности.
Обсуждение и заключение. Полученные результаты вносят вклад в развитие научных представлений о роли ценностной готовности к работе в турбулентной среде современного предприятия и психологических механизмах упреждающей организационной социализации с учетом социокультурной страновой специфики.
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Introduction
An employee’s attitude to labor is becoming one of the key competences in ever-changing technological world. Companies increasingly need staff who are engaged to work, who are psychologically ready for both continuous and self-learning and who are capable of developing themselves together with the company [1; 2]. Graduates of industrial colleges, being at the forefront of industrialization, make no exception. High demand for these qualities is explained by ongoing organizational changes in companies which aim at improving competitiveness and vitality on the eve of upcoming Industry 4.0, causing variability of external and internal organizational environments of companies, which are becoming more and more unstable, uncertain, complex and ambiguous [3–5]. These characteristics of VUCA world are stressogenic by nature and, therefore, if improperly handled, they can disrupt activities with the level of
damage being proportionate to the complexity of these activities. This explains why the list of personal qualities necessary for a modern young worker should include absence of fear to make mistakes. Thus, we are observing a strong contradiction between the need to involve an employee into VUCA organizational environment and its stressogenicity that prevents such involvement. This contradiction becomes even more dramatic if we deal with green employees who lack practical experience and special socialization training from an educational institution. Such employees are graduates of industrial colleges. The actual task of modern education system at all levels is to develop methodological approaches and socialization technologies aimed at developing graduates’ competences for life and professional activities in VUCA world and VUCA organizational environment.

**Literature Review**

A number of studies reveal peculiarities of graduates’ readiness/unreadiness to behave effectively in the modern labor market which is full of innovative companies. College graduates often fail even to reach their workplace in the company, giving their preferences to other areas of employment, which clearly indicates that educational process failed to develop in them a feeling of readiness to work in modern conditions. This is further complicated by a growing trend when young people are losing labor values. Thus, modern Russia is characterized by the commitment of the older generation, including agents of organizational socialization, to the values of stability and hope for state protectionism. These values and attitudes are transmitted to young people, restraining their innovation and self-realization potential. There are also global trends of labor devaluation among young people. The existing social conditions – breach of principle of social justice in the country, lack of ideological unity in the society and ineffective state youth policy – contribute to further devaluation of needs for personal fulfillment in general and at work in particular. Labor is increasingly becoming a tool of meeting needs of a consumer character which are more subjectively important. Stressful VUCA environment does not increase attractiveness of labor. The projection of the VUCA environment characteristics onto work situations faced by an industrial college graduate after relative stability of educational process allows us to see both its specific manifestations and mental states caused by these manifestations (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics of VUCA organizational environment</th>
<th>Manifestations</th>
<th>Deprivable needs</th>
<th>Mental states</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instability</td>
<td>Unstable position of the company in a competitive environment, internal competition in work relations, remuneration of work</td>
<td>In security – stability</td>
<td>Uncertainty in your own position; mental tension, stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty</td>
<td>Possibility of introducing new, unknown technologies, artificial intelligence systems, automation and, as a consequence, loss of jobs</td>
<td>Homeostatic, in safety</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complexity</td>
<td>Subjective complexity of new technologies, teamwork relationships. Need to constantly improve qualification</td>
<td>In high self esteem</td>
<td>Tension of cognitive functions, fear of failure; stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambiguity of technological and social situations</td>
<td>Need to make prompt decisions in the presence of alternatives</td>
<td>In safety – in psychological safety</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1. VUCA organizational environment and the psychological costs which a young employee from an industrial college has to pay (examples)*

---

These examples clearly show that VUCA environment contributes to deprivation of all deficient human needs. At the same time in the global world countries may differ from each other in terms of innovativeness and, consequently, it grants us an opportunity to compare attitude to labor among young people – potential employees of industrial companies, with different employment prospects in VUCA organizational environment.

The issue of peculiarities of attitude to labor, formed in the educational environment of industrial colleges in the countries which economies differ in terms of innovativeness, has recently become actual. The answer to this question can, firstly, contribute to solving the problem of matching the values and personality of an employee with the specifics of the company [11]. Secondly, there is an increasing challenge to develop scientific foundations and new practices of proactive organizational socialization to work in a VUCA-organisational environment in different socio-cultural settings [12]. Finally, enterprises need to develop approaches to select candidates who are able to work effectively in a VUCA environment [13–15].

Statistics show that while 31% of university graduates in 2016–2018 do not work according to their degrees, college graduates show a more substantial percentage (43%) while graduates of vocational schools hit the mark of 50%. But mostly not because of unemployment, its rate in early 2020 is about 18% [16]. Assessment of graduates’ employment is an important indicator in the college system. However, it seldom takes into account that a request for training may come from obsolete enterprises, in which modern young people are unwilling to work, while innovative industries fail to find workers with the right qualifications, because the educational system lacks both human and material resources to train highly-qualified personnel [17].

Research into how much employers are satisfied with the quality of training in colleges showed that a mere 25% of managers in domestic businesses feel rather dissatisfied than satisfied with the level of qualifications of young workers who joined their companies within the first year after graduation. At the same time, 40% of respondents expressed their strong dissatisfaction with the level of their professional qualifications, while only 35% of employers were satisfied with it [18]. As we all know, workforce training has to comply with federal educational standards for colleges which, in their turn, might be insensitive to current production conditions in industries, innovations, results and plans to modernize businesses. The issues of psychological preparedness for work in the context of innovation are not considered at all, although researchers, reflecting the lack of preparation of young people for study and work in modern conditions, write about the need to develop non-cognitive competences [19] and career adaptation skills as a condition for meeting the changing needs of the economy [20].

As it often happens, it is not work motivation that prompts school students to enter colleges as part of their educational trajectory. The key trigger for a growing demand for college programs is a fall in households’ real incomes, which together with growing unavailability of higher education “push” students with low socioeconomic status out of the academic track [21]. At the same time, so much sought-after qualities of involvement and readiness which are necessary for constant innovative changes cannot be formed without motivation to realize oneself at work, which gives a sense of subjective well-being in VUCA environment, which is emotionally responsible for accepting innovations in work [22]. Emotions relate to the dominant motivation, so it is VUCA environment which may come as a challenge in their work, and by meeting this challenge promptly, employees could develop in themselves a sense of strong satisfaction which, in its turn, might improve involvement and a wish to learn further to keep up with changing demands.

The challenges that VUCA environment throw at a worker have sparked in-depth research to identify effective approaches to live in such environment. Special attention was paid to adaptation to VUCA environment and there were offered such approaches, starting at school and far into lifelong learning, as identifying features of VUCA.
world and ways to respond to its challenges, building life and career design based on a person’s own identity, using leadership, counseling and training opportunities to build and adjust dynamic life plans [23]. Researchers claim there are no universal life hacks to live in VUCA world which justifies the development of pedagogy focused on developing human abilities for constant self-reflection, responsibility and discernment, which will ensure employees’ natural universal readiness to dynamic and uncertain conditions of life [5].

A model for navigating a person around VUCA world has been proposed, and it claims that most people do not see variable solutions in a particular situation, instead, they tend to take simplistic ones, which in VUCA world seems dangerous enough [3]. We should also look at cross-border workers’ commitment. The task has been set to explore the critical quality of commitment beyond dyadic employer-employee relationships, but commitment in multipurpose conditions, including organizations, teams, professions and customers [4]. Although graduates of industrial colleges tend to work in one enterprise, new forms of team and project work set new tasks for the college system to teach students to adapt to multiple goals and teams.

Some researchers focus on the factors of organizational environment that contribute to viability of a company in a dynamic innovative world. Thus, it becomes important to build an open, trustworthy and learning-oriented organizational culture (OC), capable of involving staff to work on anticipation which could help those overcome threats and crisis phenomena [24]. L. Zakharova shows a decisive role of a supportive model of managerial interaction in achieving employees’ sense of subjective well-being under conditions of innovative changes [22]. At the same time, we see how much attentive and proactive a teacher or supervisor should be: external motivation for proactivity increases its stress-inducing effects, which manifests itself in a sense of worker’s subjective unhappiness and, consequently, decreases intrinsic motivation to work [25]. D. Yagil shows the importance of service leadership for effective adaptation and high achievements of employees [26]. These data correlate well with the conclusions made by S. Duchek, since service leadership and supportive behavior of managers lie at the basis of trustworthy culture and fulfillment of basic UC functions in conditions of uncertainty: internal integration and external adaptation².

Briefly summarizing results of research into development of readiness to live and work in VUCA environment and trying to apply these data to industrial college graduates’ attitude to labor and readiness to work in organizational conditions of innovative companies, we can conclude that this issue remains actual and requires further research. The obtained results may act as a starting point in developing and implementing socialization programs.

Attitude as a phenomenon was most thoroughly examined by outstanding Russian psychologist V. Myasishchev. He claims that attitude is formed in personality as a result of a person’s conscious reflection of the essence of social objectively existing relations in the society into their macro- and micro-world in which they live. An obligatory component of any attitude is an emotion. Without emotions there is no attitude, only indifference³.

His thoughts directly steer the researcher to analyze features of perception of external and organizational contexts in which work is done or will be done, how workers see abilities to position themselves in these contexts, and what emotions this positioning is accompanied by. Studies show that the most similar to VUCA environment is an organizational culture (OC) with dominating innovative and market components³ [27]. Therefore, it makes sense to study industrial college students’ attitude to labor through

organizational cultures of these colleges in countries with different levels of involvement in innovation processes: Russia (45th place in the Global innovativeness rating), China (12th place) and Iran (60th place), which correspond to different OC models.

Purpose of the empirical study – to identify characteristics of attitude to labor among students from industrial colleges in Russia, China, Iran and how these characteristics relate to organizational and cultural conditions at their future workplaces which will form the basis for developing programs of organizational socialization. The organizational culture of industrial colleges in the three countries has been thoroughly analyzed and described in earlier publications [28; 29]. Here we present the results of students’ attitudes towards work in these organizational cultures.

Materials and Methods

The methodological basis of our research is V. Myasishchev’s theory of relations, K. Cameron and R. Quinn’s concept and typology of organizational culture. V. Myasishchev’s theory analyzes how relations emerge taking into account challenges of the social context in which students live and study. The value approach to OC offered by K. Cameron and R. specifies value determination of students’ attitude to labor, because, according to their model, organizational cultures differ at the level of their basic values. Clan OC is based on relational values. Clan-based OC is based on values of relations, adhocratic – values of innovativeness, market-based- values of success in a competitive environment and hierarchical – values of following instructions, algorithms, order.

Organizational Culture Assessment Instrument (OCAI) developed by K. Cameron and R. Quinn and supplemented with two questions for students – “What conditions are likely to be in the enterprise where you will come to work?” “In an enterprise with what organizational conditions would you like to work?” [28].

Respondents. Male students of industrial colleges in Russia (Nizhny Novgorod, 110 students), China (Guangxi, 110 students), Iran (Tehran, 100 students), a total of 320 respondents. Three colleges were represented from each city. All respondents were informed of the purpose of the study and expressed their willingness (consent) to cooperate.

Attitude to labor was studied with Work-BAT method developed by J. Spence and A. Robbins [30] to identify the characteristics of attitude to labor most demanded by Industry 4.0: involvement, activity, satisfaction. The method was adapted: conjugate scales of non-involvement, passivity and aversion to work were singled out. Commitment to work was determined by equality or excess of respondents’ score on each of three scales of 3.5 points out of 5 possible. Laziness was determined by equality or a lesser value of 2 points. Respondents answered the test questions after they completed internship.

To process statistical data we used non-parametric Mann – Whitney and Wilcoxon criteria, Spearman’s calculation of rank correlation coefficients.

The results are shown in Tables 2–6.

Results

Data in Table 2 show that students are close to each other in terms of engagement. Levels of activity demonstrate significant differences in almost all compared groups. Iranian students stand out from the crowd as their activity index is minimal. Of particular interest for us is indicators showing pleasure from work, because emotions associated with work are its most important regulators. We can see that Iranian students are the least satisfied with labor, their emotions are mostly negative (3.01 points). Scores of Chinese and Russian students lie close.

---


Studying into data on the percentage of students with high and low scores on attitude to labor (Table 3) gives us more detailed information. These data signal significant differences in attitude to labor among students in all three countries. The number of Russian students with high level of involvement is minimal – 12.5%. Chinese and Iranian students are much more involved and demonstrate approximately the same quantity – 25%. In terms of low involvement, Iranian male students are in the lead – 54.2%. Russian and Chinese ones have approximately the same low level of engagement, which, with Chinese students having double advantage in terms of high level of engagement, means that most Russians show an average level of engagement. Iranian students are polarized, most of them demonstrate non-involvement. Chinese students demonstrate a healthy balance, with a slightly higher proportion of moderately involved students and a third of uninvolved ones. Thus, in terms of high and middle-level engagement, Chinese students are in the lead.

As indicators of activity clearly show, low level of activity is characteristic of all students. The largest number of active students is in Russian colleges, but at the same there are many passive students too – 43.8%. Iranian colleges demonstrate the lowest number of active students (6.8%). The activity of Chinese young people is represented by median values when compared across countries: they have fewer active students than Russians and significantly more than Iranian students. Thus, Russian students are quantitatively in the lead in terms of activity with reference to labor.

To explain why students from all three countries demonstrate different attitude to labor one should start by analyzing their perceptions of the future workplace, since these perceptions make up a strong motivating factor, and then move to comparing these perceptions with characteristics of their desirable workplaces.

Table 4 presents data on how students see organizational conditions of their real and desirable workplaces.

Russian students see both real and future place of work with dominating clan values and moderate innovative and market values. Hierarchical values are also moderate in the organizational conditions of their real workplace.

### Table 2. Attitude to labor among students from Chinese, Russian and Iranian industrial colleges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Involvement</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Pleasure</th>
<th>N of scores, total</th>
<th>Non-involvement</th>
<th>Passivity</th>
<th>Disgust</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>7.57</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>2.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>8.04</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>2.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>6.92</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>3.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RY – C</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UYC – I</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YR – I</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Notes. R – Russia, C – China, I – Iran; Y – young men, U – the Mann – Whitney rank sum test, * – \( p \leq 0.05 \); ** – \( p \leq 0.01 \), T – trend; – no statistically significant differences.*

### Table 3. Ratio of students with different levels of commitment to work values at colleges in Russia, China and Iran, %

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Involvement</th>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Satisfaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>31.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>21.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In their desirable workplace, hierarchical values that determine, along with other things, work discipline and respect for technological regulations make up a mere 18%. This is the lowest value among students in all three countries. The prevalence of the clan component in OCs of both real and desirable workplaces explains both high level of activity and, in general, high level of pleasure, which is connected, according to test data, with work at a relatively poor level of students’ engagement.

The respondents’ answers to test questions are likely to contain value associations with clan OC, which explains management’s tolerance to violations of work and technological discipline and possibility to resolve conflicts through interpersonal interaction. These expectations almost fully coincide with the present and desirable OC of the colleges in which they studied. According to data presented in Table 5, Russian students, unlike Chinese and Iranian ones, have the most distinctive clan component in college OC, and their expectations are connected with bringing this component to full dominance (to 36%) with a corresponding decrease in the hierarchical component (to 18% from the already low 22%). Therefore, one should very cautiously treat data showing high level of activity and pleasure from work at a relatively low level of involvement. Most likely, these indexes can be explained by having an opportunity to build interpersonal relations and communication through work.

**Table 4.** How college students from Russia, China and Iran perceive organizational culture of their real and desirable workplaces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colleges</th>
<th>Perceptions of organizational culture of the company</th>
<th>Perceptions of real and desirable enterprise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clan</td>
<td>Adhocracy (Innovativeness)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Re</td>
<td>Des</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>35.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>25.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>30.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR-C</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR-I</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC-I</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. R – Russian colleges, C – Chinese colleges, I – Iranian colleges; Re – perceptions of OC of companies where college graduates are most likely to work in the future, Des – perceptions of OC of companies where college graduates would like to work, their desirable place of work; U – the Mann – Whitney rank sum test, W – Wilcoxon criteria; * – \( p \leq 0.05 \); ** – \( p \leq 0.01 \), T – trend; – no statistically significant differences.

**Table 5.** Organizational culture in colleges from Russia, China and Iran and students’ organizational and cultural preferences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colleges</th>
<th>Components of college organizational culture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>34.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>27.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>32.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR-C</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UR-I</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC-I</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. A – actual, D – desirable expression of the OC component; R – indexes in Russian, C – in Chinese and I – in Iranian colleges; U – the Mann – Whitney rank sum test, W – Wilcoxon criteria; * – \( p \leq 0.05 \); ** – \( p \leq 0.01 \), T – trend; – no statistically significant differences.
The data on Iranian students’ expectations and preferences for their future workplaces show that they are expecting a strong deficit of clan values and the prevalence of hierarchical ones in their future workplaces. For them, this appears much worse than the situation in colleges. In colleges, the clan component is represented by 32%, which is sufficient for good psychological well-being, although students are dissatisfied with lack of innovativeness. And what is awaiting them, in their opinion, is a workplace with 19% on clan values, a high level of market and hierarchical values. Their expectations show a totally different picture: hierarchical-clan OC with a distinctive adhocracy component, but such OC seems unrealistic. This explains low levels of activity and pleasure, as expectations demotivate rather than motivate Iranian students. A relatively high level of engagement of every fourth young men, with a very high level of non-involvement of more than half of the students, confirms these facts. Perhaps, Iranian students are frightened by their unpreparedness to work in existing enterprises. This fact becomes even more visible in the context of innovative environment. In colleges, they see the share of innovative values at 10%, however, as they believe, they need 29%. In enterprises, the level of innovativeness, in their opinion, is significantly higher than in their colleges. Even in a real future workplace, this level is 24% while at an unattainable desirable enterprise it is already 28%, higher than in China and Russia (according to Russian and Chinese students’ assessments). Perhaps, Iranian students do not understand it when they make their emotional assessments.

China has developed a very balanced OC model. The scores of OC about perceiving real and desirable workplaces look similar, and so do characteristics of OCs in their industrial colleges. Data from Chinese respondents seem to be the most consistent with their attitude to labor. Moderate activity and emotional evaluations speak for good, conscious, will-powered self-regulation, which is necessary in their work and which contains many other things, not supported by emotions of pleasure.

The analysis of correlations between indicators of attitude to labor and the specifics of organizational culture of their desirable workplaces is presented in Table 6.

The level of involvement among Russian students does not relate to value characteristics of the OC of their desirable workplace. It is important to note that the expected level of clan values does not affect their engagement to work. This fact once again underlines the importance of clan values in the respondents’ non-employment relations, thus, their potential employer should be aware of it. Clan values create a high level of subjective well-being, but this does not affect work either positively or negatively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators of attitude to labor</th>
<th>Value components of the organizational culture of a desirable workplace</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Involvement</td>
<td>Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Iran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity</td>
<td>Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Iran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pleasure</td>
<td>Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Iran</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. * – p ≤ 0.05; ** – p ≤ 0.01.
It is interesting to note the negative correlation between involvement and adhocracy among Chinese students ($r = -0.518$, $p \leq 0.01$). In an innovative economy, mastering innovative technologies in production and then adopting them in management seem to be associated with high personal costs for respondents. Chinese students’ involvement depends on the level of hierarchy ($r = 0.565$, $p \leq 0.01$). Certainty, although largely associated with a loss of autonomy in decision-making, significantly contributes to engagement, although it deprives employees of some positive emotions.

Iranian students, as well as Russian ones, do not demonstrate significant connections with the characteristics of OC.

We have revealed some connections between activity and value components of the OC of desirable workplaces, except for Russians. We have also discovered some interesting data on Chinese and Iranian colleges. Chinese students decrease their activity when the adhocratic component of OC increases and increase their activity when the hierarchical component increases. This might be explained by the fact that hierarchical OC requires obedience. It is easier than to show your own activity. Iranians demonstrate different connections. Unlike Chinese students, Iranians are ready to increase activity as the adhocratic and market components of OC grow which means that Iranian students have more idealistic perceptions about market-innovative OC. They seem to treat it as a much more stimulating activity as compared with Chinese students who experience strong demand for such OC.

When analyzing correlations between pleasure and OC of the desirable workplace, it is worth mentioning that Chinese students already demonstrate expected negative connections between pleasure and adhocracy, which confirms great psychological costs associated with work in an innovative environment. We have also found that pleasure grows with an increase in hierarchicality, which also confirms that Chinese students choose the prevalence of the hierarchical component in their desirable jobs, which growth, manifesting itself in improved stability, predictability and certainty, will boost their pleasure from work.

Data on Chinese students, who are more likely to encounter VUCA environment in industrial enterprises, proves how much this type of environment may be psychologically difficult for them and is not rejected just by understanding its necessity.

Data from Iranian students show that, unlike Chinese students, they, on the contrary, anticipate an increase in pleasure ($r = 0.310$, $p \leq 0.05$) along with an increase in the adhocratic component.

**Discussion and Conclusion**

Attitudes toward labor differ among students in Russian, Chinese and Iranian industrial colleges. It reveals the specifics of the culture and development of the country’s economy. Chinese colleges produce the highest quantity of highly and moderately engaged students (65.6%). They combine involvement with an average level of activity and pleasure from work. As for Iranian students, 45.8% of them are involved in work. They are characterized by a low level of activity and pleasure from work. In Russian industrial colleges the quantity of highly and moderately involved students is 12.5 and 62.5% respectively. Only a third of the students interviewed demonstrate high activity and a fourth enjoy pleasure from work. However, Russian college students have poor knowledge about organizational conditions of innovative enterprises, they treat as such prevailing clan values and weakening of hierarchical values. No significant correlations between value characteristics of the desirable workplace and indicators of attitude to labor were found, which shows that the data obtained with the questionnaire most likely refers to interpersonal realities of the clan model with a weakening hierarchical component of OC.

Iranian students do not see prospects of employment in innovative enterprises, they evaluate their current OC in colleges as unfavorable, with a strong deficit of innovativeness. They also link their attitude to labor with the possibility to increase activity if the market component of OC grows or if they become more satisfied by participating in strengthening innovative processes.

Chinese colleges have developed a harmonious organizational culture rather than
a market-innovative one. In terms of its characteristics, it is close to the OC of Chinese students' desirable places of work. Chinese students, when they describe organizational conditions of their desirable workplace, do not link increasing innovativeness of a company with an increase in their own engagement and the degree of pleasure from work. On the contrary, they associate both involvement, activity and pleasure from work with strengthening the hierarchical component in the OC. This shows that VUCA environment of an industrial enterprise, for which Chinese students are preparing themselves and want to work in, seems to them very uncomplicated and probably stressful, as they consider stability, certainty and strong managerial control of the hierarchical component of OC more suitable for them.

The results of the study showed that development of proactive organizational socialization programs is actual for students in Chinese, Iranian and Russian industrial colleges, however, one need to take into account the country’s specifics. Moreover, the experience of training students in Chinese colleges may be useful in Russian conditions, where lack of both knowledge and value readiness to work in a market environment can result in a much stronger negative rejection effect than that of Chinese students, who tend to be ready to follow a given course and endure difficulties at the expense of conscious self-regulation. Russian students should be given opportunities to enjoy self-actualization in a psychologically complex market dynamic environment with characteristics of uncertainty. The experience of training students in Iranian colleges signals about one more possible problem. Reducing uncertainty in today's environment leads to a sense of futility due to lagging behind the evolving reality.

Therefore, Russian colleges need to start managing the level of technological and psychological certainty in order to prevent shocks from organizational environment at would-be enterprises for psychologically unprepared graduates. Relevant tasks include development and implementation of programs to form not only value readiness to work in the appropriate type of organizational culture, but also knowledge of organizational conditions of modern enterprise, competencies of readiness to work in VUCA environment, being able to anticipate the difficulties caused by situations of natural external and organizational uncertainty, to learn and work in such conditions, as well as to develop skills of conscious volitional self-regulation. This, in turn, requires training for teachers who should be able to solve complex tasks of proactive socialization in turbulent conditions.
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